The Mortgage Process

A Step-by-Step Guide to Financing the
Purchase of Your New Home!
§

Our goal is to make the home loan process as simple and
straightforward as possible.

§

We do this by setting realistic expectations upfront and
maintaining solid communication throughout the
transaction.

§

We believe that good communication and proper
preparation is the key to smooth home loan process!

Physician Mortgage (The Basics)
The Physician mortgage program is designed to making home ownership easy and
affordable for recent medical school graduates heading into residency.
Program Basics:
§

Up to 100% financing

§

No Mortgage insurance required (NO PMI)

§

Exclusion of Student Loan debt payments from the credit approval process

§

Up to 6% seller paid closing cost and pre-paid costs are allowed

§

Gift funds are allowed: No Limits

§

Future Income allowed for qualification

§

No Cash Reserves

STEP ONE (1)
Pre-Qualification:
•

Fill out basic information online.

•

Receive a Pre-Qualification Email
and Letter within minutes.

•

The letter will preemptively state
the loan amount you qualify for.

•

Make a note: This is NOT a
commitment to lend nor does this
lock you into the loan.

•

Upload all you documents
securely online.

Why is Pre-Qualification (PREQ) so critical?
What is the Value of the PREQ?
§

Speed & efficiency - Know you are qualified within minutes

§

Peace of Mind - Knowing you have been screened by a bank

§

Confidence - To start looking for a home and make an offer

§

Trust – That you are getting the guidance you need to make
good decisions

The Four C’s
§

Capacity: How much payment can you afford?

§

Capital / Cash Reserves: Do you have enough cash on hand?

§

Collateral: Are you paying a fair price for you home?

§

Credit: Do you pay your bills on time?

STEP TWO (2)
§

Bank will send you an email with instructions on next steps

§

You will make an offer on a home purchase

§

Offer is accepted

§

You will email the signed purchase agreement to the bank

§

Bank will review and confirm the agreement and send a loan estimate and all disclosures electronically

§

You will Read and Sign all e-disclosures immediately to prevent delays. (Electronically) (This does NOT
commit you to the loan…..but are required for the Bank to move forward)

STEP Three (3)
Some of the documents you will need to provide prior to Full Approval:
§

Evidence of acceptance into a residency program
§

Executed (Signed) employment agreement with your residency program

§

All Bank Statements, all pages (including blank pages) 2-months

§

Source of down payment or closing costs

§

If Gifted funds (source of those funds)

§

We will assist in finding the most appropriate type of mortgage loan for you

STEP FOUR (4)
Lender Verifies:
ü

Credit Reports

ü

Your Financial Status

ü

Debt-to-Income Ratios

ü

Balances on all account statements

ü

Residency Enrollment (VOE) Verbal Verification of Employment

ü

Application accuracy

ü

Contract

ü

Sources of all funds for down payment and escrows

ü

Property Appraisal

ü

An underwriter will review the loan and submit for a final approval

STEP FIVE (5)
Once All documentation is received and reviewed;
ü

Loan will be submitted for full approval and a closing date will be set

ü

You will receive an Initial Closing Disclosure (CD), which will provide an estimate of
closing costs. You must open the email and click on the attachment.

ü

Once you open the CD, this will begin a three (3) day right of rescission. So you can
change your mind at anytime. The loan can’t close until the three (3) days expire.

ü

Our Closers will work with the Title Company to “fine tune” the closing statement. You
will eventually receive a final settlement statement breaking down the closing costs and
amount you need to bring to closing to close on your new house.

ü

Closing Occurs

ü

The title of the home will be transferred to you

Some Data for your consideration

Historical Interest Rates (30+yr. timeframe)

Historical Interest Rates (10-yr. timeframe)

Determining whether to buy or rent your home involves a complex decision-making process. The SmartAsset rent vs. buy
calculator helps you see when you’ll reach your break-even point and integrates some of the following questions to help you
make an informed choice:
•How long do you plan on staying in an area?
•How much flexibility do you enjoy?
•Are you prepared for the responsibility of homeownership?
Perhaps the most important factor to consider when making this buy or rent decision is how long you plan to stay in your home.
If you’ll only be in town a year, renting will almost always be your best choice. In that scenario, if you’re planning to pack up and
leave in the short term, you probably don’t want to spend the time and money necessary to buy a house, with closing costs, loan
charges, appraisal fees and so on.
All told, the upfront costs of finding a house and taking out a mortgage can be in the tens of thousands of dollars (or higher). As
a renter, by contrast, you’ll likely just have to pay an application fee, fork over a broker’s fee and make a refundable security
deposit of a few months’ rent.
On the other hand, if you plan on staying put for 50 years, renting could be more expensive than buying over that time frame. In
the long run, there are significant advantages to homeownership. You’ll own property, which you can later sell, rent out or pass
on to family members down the line. Another possible advantage is mortgage interest deduction, a tax benefit that allows you to
deduct mortgage interest payments from your taxable income. This requires filing itemized taxes and is only beneficial if the
interest deduction totals more than the standard deduction.
Rental payments, by contrast, have no such advantages. While a portion of each mortgage payment goes toward raising your
stake in your home by increasing your equity, rental payments go entirely to your landlord and tend to grow over time as rental
prices increase. In the long run, the costs of renting can be much higher than buying.
Of course, renters don’t have to pay property taxes, homeowners insurance or maintenance costs. Those costs can really add up.
In some areas of the country.

Tools and Resources for you
Good Links to help you with financial decisions as you move into your career:
Ø

https://smartasset.com/mortgage/rent-vs-buy (Rent vs. Buy Calculator to help you
determine what your break-even point might be)

Ø

www.freddiemac.com/research/ (Original research and analysis on housing trends, the
economy and the mortgage)

Ø

https://smartasset.com/mortgage/budget-calculator (Budgeting Calculator to help you
create and determine your monthly and annual budget)

Ø

https://www.jacksonphysiciansearch.com/salary-calculator/ (See how your offers stack
up to the statistics. Salary and compensation averages. Easy to plug and play)

Ø

https://bankmd.com/ (Open and Account, Apply for a Loan)

DISCLAIMER
The material in this presentation has been prepared by LMII Healthcare, LLC and is general background information about
the mortgage process at the date of this presentation. This information is given in summary form and does not purport to be
complete. Information in this presentation, including any forecast or rate and financial information, should not be considered
as advice or a recommendation to borrowers or potential borrowers in relation to applying for a loan, applying for prequalification or pre-approval, purchasing or selling a home, assessment of interest rate risk and or selection of mortgage
products or services. This presentation does not consider your individual particular investment objectives, financial situation
or needs. Before acting on any information you should consider the appropriateness of the information having regard to these
matters, any relevant offer document and in particular, you should seek independent financial advice. All mortgage and
financial product or instrument transactions involve risks, which include (among others) the risk of adverse or unanticipated
market, financial or interest rate risk. This presentation may contain forward looking statements including statements
regarding our intent, belief or current expectations with respect to the mortgage process, operations, market conditions,
specific provisions and interest rate risk management practices. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these
statements. While due care has been used in the preparation of this information, actual circumstances may vary in a
materially positive or negative manner. Forecasts and hypothetical examples are subject to uncertainty and contingencies
outside of our control.

